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Abstract-The stability of modified Volterra differential equations with an interaction 
term, modelled in relation to Michaelis-IMenton equation, is analysed. .\nalytical de- 
scription of local stability properties is given after transformation of the system. Under 
changing predator’s carrying capacity, numerical simulation is conducted. It exhibits 
bifurcation of equilibria. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A. D. Bazykinll] presented a variation of Volterra’s classical predator-prey model 
iii, = aN, - bN,Nz - EN:, 
jji:! = - cN2 + dN, Nz - rjN; 
(1.1) 
(all parameters are positive, N, 2 0, NZ 2 0). In relation to Michaelis-lIenton equation 
he used 
NlNz 
N + N, 
(1.1) 
(N is a positive constant determined by the biological system) to model the interaction 
between prey N, and predator NZ. For small amounts of prey the predation rate is ap- 
proximately proportional to N,, but if there is an abundance of prey (iYr % N), it is not 
at all proportional to prey but to predator Nz. 
According to Bazykin’s modification the new equations are 
NI = aN1 - bN, Nz 
N + N, - 
EN:, 
N2= -cN~+~;~; - qNf 
I 
(1.3) 
(a > 0, b > 0, c > 0, d > 0, E > 0, q > 0, N > 0). 
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Bazykin discussed (1.3) verbally omitting an exact mathematical analysis. Holling[2] 
and May[3] included the saturation term (1.2) only in the first equation of system (1.1). 
In this paper, alteration of stability properties of (1.3) will be examined as the carrying 
capacity of the biosphere changes. 
2. BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTION 
Transform system (1.3) using 
1 
X : = --& (iv + N,), 
b 
y:= -&j NT!, 
The new differential equations are 
a + EN 
_;; = - - 
d 
+ (a + 24’)~ - deN.r’ - dy + E , 
x (2.1) 
78-N , Y 
j = (d - c)y - - & y---, 
x 
with the transformed phase space 
n,:= ;,x [ ) x IR,. 
Using (2.1) it follows that 
Y( to)e (d-<‘,,I--I0, (2.2) 
is an upper bound for the y-component of any solution of (2.1) with y(to) > 0. 
Hence, c > ri implies 
lim y(t) = 0. 
t--r= 
E-x 
3 
2 3 
Fig. I. Graphic representation of K, and K2 (for x,, .VZ see (3.2)). 
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Fig. 2. Directions of motion of system (2.1). 
If c = d, instead of (2.2) choose 
Td’iV -I 
b (t - to)y(to) . (2.3) 
For c 2 d the predator population is obviously not capable of surviving. The following 
considerations are based on c < d. 
At first determine 
K, : = {(x, y) E 0,: .G = 0). 
Inserting ,;C = 0 in the first equation of (2.1) results in (Fig. 1) 
a + EN 
Simultaneously 
yields 
Kz := {(x, ,v) E 0,: j = 0) 
K2 = (x.y)ER,:& I x, y = ,42(x) = $7 (d -c - i)} (2.5) 
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X X 
Fig. 3. Possible intersections of kl and kz (kl, k2 from (2.4). (2.5)) 
Demonstrated in Fig. 3 are six qualitatively different possibilities for parabola k, and 
hyperbola k2 in II,. The intersections are equilibria of (2.1). The next section will include 
an analytical investigation of their stability properties. 
3. LOCAL STABILITY 
All equilibrium points of system (2.1) are found by intersecting K1 and K2: 
K, il K2 = 
and 
Hence the two equilibria 
s, = 
on the boundary and an unknown number further in the interior of a,. To abbreviate the 
following equations use 
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a 1. EN 1 b(d - cl 
,Kl = d~iV , _K2 = - V? = 
d-c’ .- Tif-N 
(3.2) 
Substitution in (3.1) for l/d < .K results in 
() = sK3 _ K K2 + y2 K 
* I, 
,K2Y2 
EN’ EN ’ 
(3.3) 
This cubic polynomial (3.3) contains five new independent parameters sl, x2, ~2, E and 
N. Applying the transformation x = i + x1/3 leads to 
The reduced cubic form (3.4) is further simplified with 
) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
to formulate equation 
0 = z3 + 3& + 2*. (3.7) 
Cardano’s formula provides a criterion, if one, two or three real solutions of (3.7) exist. 
This permits a subdivision of the parameter space. First define 
f : = $2 + (3. (3.8) 
Equations (3.5), (3.6) and (3.8) lead to 
f = 4’2 
( 
-8 
-‘X:y2 - ; X,X2j’2 + .~;,K2ri’i + y .K;y2 + z_ . 
27e’N’ 4 
(3.9) 
Three sets of parameters corresponding to the number of real solutions of (3.7) evolve 
iv1 : = {(x,, X2, y2, E, N) E w?. : f > o}, 
b!f2 : = {(xl, Jc2, y2, E, N) E R?_ : f = o}, (3.10) 
kf3 : = {(x,, X2, y2, E, N) E R?_ : f < 0). 
In accordance with Cardano’s formula the real solutions of (3.7) are [f from (3.9), ti 
from (3.6)]: 
(1) For (-r,, .rz, yz, E, N) E M, the only real solution is 
zs, = m + -GPG. (3.11) 
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(1) If (Xl, x2, yz, E, hr) E M?, then exactly two real solution exist: 
7 cs3 = +G 
Zsr = -2%. 
(3) For (xi, 52, YZ, E, I\~) E M3 the three real solutions are 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
is3 =_ V&+w+m, (3.14) 
1 
zs4 = - - zs, 
2 
+fti(#-$+*-~), (3. IS) 
1 
ZST = - ; zs, - ;ti(m- m,. (3.16) 
To find the roots xs of (3.3), which are ,r-components of an equilibrium point, the 
solutions zs must be retransformed by zs = _Q --x,/3. Because the parabola k, and hy- 
perbola kZ intersect at S = (_rs, ys) the associated predator-coordinate ys can be found 
by inserting xs in Eq. (2.4) or (2.5). 
Result. One, two or three equilibrium points can be found in the interior of 0, for every 
arbitrary choice of the five parameters xl, x2, y2, E and N. The equilibrium coordinates 
are determined by the rules (3.11) to (3.16). 
Linearization of differential equation (2.1) in the interior of fi, is 
(3.17 
The associated characteristic polynomial P(X) = A’ + pX + 4 has the coefficients 
(3.18) 
4 = (i - $jx* - Zxs)deN + EN - 2) - 2 (; - d) , (3.19) 
which determine whether S is 
LEMMA. Assuming S is an 
d + xl> 5 xs, then p > 0 and 
Proof. Obviously (Fig. 2) 
Therefore 
stable or not[4]. 
equilibrium point of (2.1) in the interior of 0, with (l/2)(1/ 
q > 0. 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
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_-------------------- 
Fig. 4. Local stability of equilibria. 
Knowing (l/2)( l/d + xi) I xs leads to 
0 5 (2-Q - _Yi)d - 1. 
S is point of the parabola k,, thus 
I17 
(3.22) 
according to (2.4) and (3.2). Substituting in (3.18) yields 
EN 
p = _rs (x1 - -KS) - - ((Xl - 2.Ks)d + l)El\‘. 
Considering (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22), p > 0. 
Similarly q > 0 can be shown. 
In order to examine the stability character of the equilibrium points Si = (I/d, 0) and 
s2 = (XI, 0) on the boundary of a,, linearize system (2.1) near Si and SZ. For S1 the 
characteristic roots are A, = a>O,& = -c<O,andforSZh, = -n<OandXz = I/ 
X2 - I/.K, . 
The following theorem summarizes the local stability results. 
THEOREM. For any choice of parameters the equilibrium S, = (I/d, 0) is an unstable 
saddle point. .S2 = (_K,, 0) is stable when _K~ < _r2 and unstable when s2 < _K~. For all 
equilibrium points S = (I~, yS) in the interior of fl, _~2 < xS < .yI is valid. .S is stable when 
(1/2)(1/d + X,) 5 -KS (see Fig. 4). 
At the end of this section all equilibrium points and their stability character can be 
determined for each set of parameters. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
Now the global behavior of the system according to different sets of initial values and 
system parameters is examined by numerical simulation. A computer program is used to 
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Fig. 5. (a) XI < .r2: (b). (c) 12 c A-, . only one equilibrium in the interior of RI ; (d) x2 < .I-,  exactly three equilibria 
in the interior of RI. 
determine for given parameters xl, 12, ye, d and fixed values of n, b and 1V the remaining 
parameters of the transformed Bazykin system (2.1) and to draw the curves k, and k2[4]. 
Of particular interest is the change of global behavior when modifying x,, x1 and yz. 
Figure 5 presents four specially chosen phase portraits. 
Figures 5(a) and 3(f) have xl < ,rz as a condition in common. According to the last 
section’s theorem, S2 = (x,, 0) is locally stable. Simulation shows that S- is globally 
attractive. 
The equilibrium point S, in Fig. 5(b) is stable because it lies right of the vertical line 
located at I = (1/2)(1/d i x,). In addition, .SJ is globally attractive for the parameters 
used. 
Figure 5(c) demonstrates a limit cycle. The last, Fig. 5(d), gives an example of three 
equilibria in the interior of R 1. Having an x-coordinate greater than (1/2)(1/d + x,), .SS is 
stable. Sj is a saddle and SJ an unstable focus. 
5. STABILITY DEPENDENT ON CARRYING CAPACITY 
Variations in carrying capacity of an ecosystem can result from changes in supply of 
food or nutrients. They can be caused by monocultures, by eutrophication or by a sudden 
appearance of additional species of predator or prey. 
Then the question is, How will the stability character of predator-prey equilibria change 
when the living space of the predator (or prey) is restricted or enlarged? 
In the transformed Bazykin model (2.1), xl (see 3.2) corresponds to the carrying ca- 
pacity of the prey. The asymptotic line y2 to the hyperbola k2 (see Fig. 1) represents the 
carrying capacity for the predator population. 
Varying yz and keeping all other parameters fixed, the dependence of stability at equi- 
libria on y2 is investigated through numerical simulation (using a BASIC program[4]). 
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Fig. 6. Structure of Figs. 7. 8. 
For each value of y2 the coordinates are calculated for either one, two or three existing 
equilibria [see (3.11) to (3.16)]. Further stability character is determined according to Eqs. 
(3.18) and (3.19). 
The results illustrated in Fig. 6 by four corresponding diagrams (a)-(d) may be explained 
for a given &. Diagram (a) shows the phase plane with an equilibrium S = (&. &) 
depending on y2. The corresponding point (-TS, s\‘?) is marked in (b), and the stability 
character of S is indicated in (c) by a straight line starting at the abscissa FS in (b). Diagram 
(d) reproduces the outcome of (a)-(c). 
In Figs. 7, 8 predator’s carrying capacity y2 varies between 1.5 and 10. xi equals 10 in 
Fig. 7 and 40 in Fig. 8. The remaining system parameters a, b, c, d and N are fixed. 
Figure 7 illustrates just one equilibrium point when changing yz. It moves continuously 
from an unstable focus into the stable pan of diagram 7(c). 
The situation of Fig. 8 is more complex. Either one, two or three possible equilibria 
are associated with yz. In the first case (y2 E m i; see Fig. 8), the single equilibrium point 
is either an unstable focus or node (for large values of yl), or it is stable (for small vz). 
When yz E rn3, three equilibria exist, an unstable node, a saddle and a stable focus. 
The two values of y2 E mz are associated with critical transitions of the system: two 
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Fig. 7. Just one equilibrium point (xl = 10, yz between 1.5 and 10). 
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Fig. 8. Bifurcation of equilibria (I, = 40, ye between 1.5 and 10) 
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Fig. 9. Transition from global attraction to a limit cycle. 
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I 
Fig. 10. Stability on equilibrium surface with two cuts corresponding to Figs. 7(b) and 8(b). 
equilibrium points simultaneously appear or die. In the first case the unstable focus S) 
branches into three equilibria. One of the new equilibria. Sq and Sp, is stable [see Fig. 
j(d)]. In the second case the behavior of solutions in the phase plane will change from 
global attraction of Ss to a limit cycle around Sj (see Fig. 9). 
In the real world the transition in Fig. 9 corresponds to a catastrophic change of the 
ecosystem(51. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
I23 
Both diagrams (b) of Figs. 7, 8 may be interpreted as cuts through a surface in three- 
dimensional space. It associates to each point (I,. y2) E [.Y?. =) x (0, x) either one, two 
or three x-coordinates of related equilibrium points. 
This equilibrium surface is assumed to be the behavior surface of a cusp catastrophe 
(Fig. 10). Its plane of control parameters [x1. x) x (0, 3~) is divided into three subsets Mi 
corresponding to (3.10). According to the index for each point (.r,. ~2) E :Mi exactly i 
equilibria exist within R,. 
Numerical experiments infer that the equilibrium surface is folding above M3. An upper 
stable sheet (p > 0, 4 > 0. p = p(.rs), 4 = q(ss) from Eqs. (3.18), (3.19)) overlaps an 
unstable sheet (p < 0, 4 > 0). The third equilibrium, belonging to each point of Mj, is 
an unstable saddle point ((I < 0). 
Changing control parameters *rl, y2 the stability character of the model can jump from 
the upper sheet, describing the stable mode of system (2.1), down to the unstable sheet. 
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